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tion of voters, by the number of members of the House
of Assembly to be elected therein.1
 (2)	Each province shall be divided into electoral divisions
in such a manner that each such division shall, subject to
the provisions of subsection (3) of this section, contain a
number of voters, as nearly as may be, equal to the quota
of the province.
 (3)	The Commissioners shall give due consideration2 to—

 (a)	community or diversity of interests;3
 (b)	means of communication;
 (c)	physical features;
 (d)	existing electoral boundaries;
 (e)	sparsity or density of population; *
in such manner that, while taking the quota of voters
as the basis of division, the Commissioners may, when-
ever they deem it necessary, depart therefrom, but in no
case to any greater extent than fifteen per centum more
or fifteen per centum less than the quota.5
1 The following were the results obtained:~
Quota.     Maximum.	Minimum.
Cape Colony   ....   2,791	8,210	2,372
Transvaal       ....   2,715	3,122	2,308
Natal	1,647	1,894	1,400
Orange Free State .       .       .   2,131	2,461	1,811
*	Clauses (a) to (£) correspond substantially with the Instructions on
the same subject to the Transvaal Delimitation Commissioners in 1906.
s * With regard to the consideration of community or diversity of interest,
it seemed impossible to lay down any comprehensive rule or principle.* It
was impossible to group small towns in such a way as to involve ' altera-
tion in the existing electoral boundaries». There thus remain hard cases,
for whicb, * nnder the method of single-member constituencies, and in the
absence of some system of proportional representation, it was not within
the province of the Commission to suggest a remedy.'
 *	This means * electoral population'; but the Commissioners held it
a question of some doubt.   ' It was found practically impossible to arrive
at any precise definition of sparsity or density... On the whole, however,
without framing any formula, there was no great difficulty in practice in
deciding in which category each division, regarded as a unit, should be
placed.'
 *	These provisions, inserted in the interests of the scattered Boer fanners,
represented a compromise between the one vote oae value principle in
its extreme form and the method of assigning greater representation to

